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I've bought a lot of solutions manuals for classes, and this is by far the best one I've ever

purchased. Most manuals only give you help for odd numbered problems, or only a select few

questions. This manual gives the answers, and for most, an explanation/show of steps for EVERY

PROBLEM! It made learning organic chemistry so much easier since I could actually see if I did a

problem right, or could be walked through to the answer by the manual itself.

I am a retired junior college teacher who, having read that it is as important to remain mentally

active as it is to be physically active, decided to more or less leisurely study organic chemistry as a

hobby. Deciding on homeschooling myself, I went to a nearby university bookstore on the theory

that the professors would have selected good textbooks and purchased two textbooks along with

the solutions manuals. My plan was to select a "main" text and, having no human teacher to turn to

whenever something wasn't clear, try to find clarification in the second text. That system worked as

planned--until it didn't. So I went to another nearby university and selected a third text and solutions

manual. And I was set--until I wasn't. I decided I would try one more textbook and solutions manual

and since someone had suggested I read the organic chemistry book reviews on  before making a



decision, I did just that while berating myself for not having done that in the first place instead of

going to the nearby campus bookstores. After reading the excellent reviews on the Wade text and

Simek Solutions Manual, I purchased both and hoped for the best. Needless to say, I wouldn't be

writing this review if I had not been very much more than just pleased. In the study of organic

chemistry it is hard to get around a considerable amount of memorization but both Wade and Simek

do a superior job of organizing and explaining difficult concepts so that the need for memorization is

minimized. I still use the other three very good sets of texts and accompanying solutions manuals,

but because the Wade text and Simek solution manual are clearly superior, those two books have

become my "favorite teachers". One thing that makes Professor Simek's Solution Manual stand out

from the others is that he is a very gifted teacher with a knack for subtly making difficult concepts

even more clear while ostensibly merely explaining problems.

This manual has all the answers to the practice problems. Some solutions had extra info that was

helpful for understanding the concepts. It was totally worth the buy and cheaper than the university

bookstore.

Came on time and it a great resource and supplement to the book. It's nice to have problems sets to

study from and actually be able to check your answers. It gives all the steps involved to solve the

problem which really helps.

I would definitely recommend the solutions manual to compliment the text book. It provides

comprehensive answers to every problem in the book. Although there isn't always a step by step

guide to the answer, it usually shows the logic behind the answer or has an explanation.

I found this solution manual to be extremely useful! It helped greatly when I needed to check my

answers to the practice problems in the main textbook. I definitely recommend buying this in

addition to the main textbook to ensure an A in the course.

I couldn't get by with out it. I highly suggest you get along with the text book. Author suggest not to

peek until you work out the problems first, only then you can look to CONFIRM your answers. It has

been tremendous help and easy to understand!

If you're going through Wade this is an essential companion to have. The only reason I don't give it



five stars is that it does have solutions our instructor identified as errors (which I'm sure most

solution manuals contain, especially given different instructors interpretations).
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